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Clarizen for
JIRA
A PMI study on project cost over-runs and other business
issues reported that companies waste more than $120

USING CLARIZEN FOR JIRA

million for every billion dollars in project spending.
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Research also shows that projects go over-budget and

Gather a 360º view of projects for real-time insights and agility

teams lose efficiency when they are not aligned, do not

Automate workflows and collaborate across teams

have clear goals and are not properly communicating or

Manage work as a lifecycle to streamline work execution

sharing the same accurate data.2

biggest sources of misalignment results from engineering,

Enter Clarizen

IT managers and stakeholders outside of JIRA is not having

By integrating JIRA with Clarizen’s full-featured work

a complete view of what their teams are doing inside

management solution, companies are discovering a better

of JIRA. Without real-time reporting and a full view into

way to align formerly siloed project activity and integrate

resources and project data, it’s difficult or even impossible

multiple instances of JIRA to streamline and centralize project

to know the full status of teams and projects.

planning, visibility and reporting. In other words, Clarizen’s JIRA

For companies that use and rely on JIRA, one of the

integration gives all project stakeholders visibility and alignment,
Focus is lost and managers struggle to track progress

including teams outside of engineering not working in JIRA.

against plan, scope or against resource requirements—and
are forced to do it manually elsewhere. As a result, serious
issues appear such as:
•

Duplication of information due to a lack of
integration between tools

•

Inability to visualize project health and progress
across the portfolio in real-time

•

Limited collaboration and no alignment
between teams.
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Learn how Clarizen’s work collaboration solution can
help you. Sign up for an introductory webinar today.

Enter Clarizen (cont.)
Project and portfolio planning
Clarizen embraces the full scope of customer implementations and
ongoing maintenance. As a result, instead of juggling various ad hoc
systems and disparate tools, organizations can take total control of
everything that matters, as it happens: project management, change
requests, financial reporting, business processes on a single, intuitive
cloud-based solution.

Cross-team visibility and alignment

Clarizen’s JIRA integration gives
all project stakeholders visibility
and alignment, including teams
outside of engineering not
working in JIRA

Clarizen centralizes all data and activities, and associates them with
the appropriate project or request. It gives you real-time status
on project success so you will instantly know which projects are
succeeding and which are at risk. You can also immediately identify
and respond to resource overloads or under-utilization.

Automated workflows
PMOs typically have multiple systems in the environment, and they all
must work together to support project and portfolio success. Clarizen
seamlessly integrates with class-leading solutions. The end result is a
“single source of truth” that individuals and teams can access anytime
and anywhere to make smarter, faster decisions. Everyone is then
operating on “good data” and is aligned as well.

To learn more about Clarizen’s integration with JIRA can work with
your project management, engineering and IT teams, contact
sales@clarizen.com or visit www.clarizen.com/jira.

ABOUT CLARIZEN
Clarizen is a collaborative work management solution
designed for people who value their time, and for
organizations that value cross-company engagement.
Built on a secure, scalable platform, Clarizen brings
together project management, configurable workflow
automation and in-context collaboration to create
a meaningful engagement experience that allows
everyone to work the way they work best.
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Visit us today at www.clarizen.com

